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DON’T SEE...

THAT MAKES OUR NEW SLIM 70 MM

FLUSH STYLE

FREE UPGRADE!

FLUSH STYLE
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
TO NEW

WINDOW SYSTEM

STAND OUT FROM THE COMPETITION
CONCEALED DRAINAGE

WITH NO UNSIGHTLY DRAIN CAPS

All the advantages of concealed drainage, without the problems

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION
No more ugly canopy vent covers

CONCEALED MULLIONS

33% Lower sightlines than a PVCu flush sash

DUMMY SASH OPTIONS

Can be made without dummy sashes

WE SUPPLY A FULL RANGE OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS MADE FOR THE TRADE
FLUSH WINDOWS | LANTERN ROOFS | CONSERVATORIES | DESIGNER FRONT DOORS

FREE UPGRADE!
GET UPGRADED TO

LIFT & SLIDE PATIO DOORS

ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD DOORS
7-DAY LEADTIME

FOR STOCK COLOURS WHITE, BLACK, GREY
DUAL GREY ON WHITE, & BLACK on WHITE

UK-WIDE SITE DELIVERIES EVERY WEEK | FAST QUOTES | THE LOWEST PRICES

CONTACT

JASON WOOTTON

01785 287907 | 07538 800203

sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk
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Innovation comes built-in

MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE

DUAL SEALED
UNITS

RELIABLE &
EFFICIENT

FREE
DELIVERY TO
MAINLAND UK

QUOTES IN
60 MINUTES

PROFESSIONAL
AFTERSALES
SERVICE

WE DELIVER MORE
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Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd
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Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723

www.morleyglass.co.uk
Tel: 0113 277 8722

News

Guidance Changes For
Sales Within The Home
According to Certass Trade
Association, sales appointments may take place
in the home, as long as they
are undertaken in a Covidsecure way.
Following numerous discussions
with government departments,
Certass TA Chair, Jon Vanstone
had confirmation on an amendment to the position around selling in the home. This amendment
confirms that:
Sales appointments should still
take place remotely if possible
but this is not mandatory. If an installer receives a request for a
quote from a homeowner, which
requires a visit to survey the property and explain the options

available, this can be done by an
appointment in the home. These
appointments must be carried out
in a way that is Covid-19-secure.
Installers should be vigilant with
following social distancing, face
covering and hand washing in
order to protect themselves, their
teams and customers.
There are no changes to cold
sales activity and door-to-door
selling, as per the door-to-door
sales regulations which were issued on Christmas Eve. There
should be no cold canvassing.
“This is positive news for installers, many of whom have
found it difficult to follow up leads
remotely, experiencing a lack of
online engagement with home-

owners. However, digital is still
playing an important part in
bringing in warm leads from
homeowners so that these sales
appointments can take place,”
said Jon Vanstone. “Unfortunately,
the information on the government websites will not be altered.
But the interpretation by bodies
such as Certass and the guidance we produce has already
been amended and is available
now for Certass members to
download.” i

To read this article in
full, search for Guidance
Changes For Sales Within
The Home on
TheInstaller.pro

Tower Collapse Fall
Breaks Legs And Ankles
A roofing supplies firm and its
director have been fined
after two workers fell from a
tower scaffold, sustaining serious injuries.
Manchester Magistrates’ Court
heard how on 27 November
2018, two employees of Rooffabs Direct Ltd had been working
with Paul McMahon, the sole director of the company, to install
signage at retail premises on
Bury New Road, Prestwich. The
employees used a tower scaffold
to carry out the work. During the
afternoon, when Mr McMahon
was no longer on site, the tower
scaffold moved away from the
building and the two employees
fell approximately two metres,

suffering fractures to their legs
and ankles.
An investigation by the HSE
found that the tower scaffold had
not been erected by someone
with suitable training. There were
missing guard rails on the scaffold and no outriggers in place at
the time of the incident. The company also failed to report the incident as required by the
Reporting of Injuries, Diseases
and Dangerous Regulations
2013 (RIDDOR).
Rooffabs Direct pleaded guilty
to breaching the Health and
Safety at Work and the Reporting
of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Regulations. The company
was fined £20,000.

Paul McMahon was ordered to
complete 100 hours community
service, pay compensation orders of £500 each for the two injured persons and was ordered
to pay costs of £1,000.
Speaking after the hearing,
HSE inspector David Norton
said: “Falls from height remain
one of the most common causes
of work-related fatalities and severe injuries in this country. The
risks associated with work at
height are well known. This incident could so easily have been
avoided by having a suitably
trained person put up the tower
scaffold and ensuring that the required guardrails and outriggers
were in place.” i
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Launch Of A New
CSCS Card Design

CSCS cards provide proof
that individuals working on
construction sites have the
appropriate training and
qualifications for the job they
do. GQA, the sole issuer for
glazing and fenestration, has
changed its card design.
GQA is also an issuer of cards
for other construction occupations. It has announced a change

standards and safety on UK
construction sites. The new
design, as well as containing the
holder’s information, accessible
via a QR code, gives the cards a
distinct colour scheme to align
them more closely with the
coloured cards issued by CSCS
and some of the other Partner
Card schemes. This will enable
site managers to be able to
recognise the holder’s skills levels
immediately.
The new design of cards which
will be issued to all new applicants with immediate effect, and
to those renewing their cards has
the following colour classifications: General Construction Site
Labourer Card (Green); Apprentice, Trainee, or Temporary Card
(Red); Full Card including Skilled
Worker (Blue), Advanced Crafts,
Supervisor or Advanced Craft
Supervisor (Gold) and Manager
(Black). i

to the design of cards which contain information about the qualifications and skill levels of those
who carry them.
Most principal contractors and
major house builders require
construction workers on their sites
For further details
to hold a valid card.
By ensuring the workforce is call t. 0114 272 0033
appropriately qualified the card gqaqualifications.com
plays its part i
n i
mproving

Losing A Job Is The Biggest Fear
Research by Ezra, a provider
of digital coaching, has
found that the threat of losing their job continues to be
the number one worry for the
majority of people in the UK.
Ezra surveyed nearly 18,000
people on their current feelings
around work and the ongoing
pandemic.
The latest government data
shows that so far, a huge 9.9
million people have been fur6 | News | The Installer

loughed from their place of seen a planned pay rise dework at some point since April layed or cancelled altogether.
A further 19% have seen proof last year.
59% of those in work stated motions in the workplace dethey were worried about losing layed due to Covid, with 18%
their job in 2021, while a pay becoming unemployed and
cut was a worry for 24%. Being 17% unable to take a new job
furloughed also remains a worry due to the pandemic. i
for 14% of people, with just 3%
To read this article in
worried about a demotion.
When it comes to the impact full, search for Losing A
on finances, 49% have had to Job Is The Biggest Worry on
take a pay cut while 51% have TheInstaller.pro

ALUMINIUM, MULTI-AWARD WINNING
FITTED
IN
MINUTES

ROOF LANTERN

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-K01

FASTER

Average installation under 30 mins

STRONGER

3m x 2.5m possible with no mid rafters

WARMER

Premium seals, class leading thermals

SLIMMER
SLIMMER

Uninterrupted Sight Lines
Seamless joints and cappings

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Easy installation

Competitive pricing, reliable, fast
lead times & delivery

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern.

Cover Story
Rob McGlennon
says installers can
get ahead with
the right products
and colours in
Deceuninck’s
Heritage Window
Collection.

Beautiful Windows And Doors
Make Beautiful Homes
Britain’s most desirable properties are regularly featured in
Sunday supplements and
home improvement magazines, writes Deceuninck’s
Rob McGlennon.
One of the most striking features
of these homes – what makes
them look good and adds to their
value – i
s their windows and
doors. It’s an eternal truth and
no mere headline – beautiful
windows make beautiful homes.
Homeowners have always taken
great pride in their front doors
too. They make a statement about
the home and its owners for
visitors to see. Well-designed
windows and doors have the
power to transform a home.
Installers who offer the right
product mix are more likely to win
the sale. Homeowners expect
security, energy efficiency and
weather performance, yet it’s
style, design and colour that
make their hearts beat faster!
Heritage is an important trend
It’s been well documented that
homeowners have been moving
away from ‘shiny white’ PVC-U
for some time now towards windows with more character. They
love the traditional timber look of
heritage style windows which
look perfect in period properties
and cottages and also add char8 | Cover Story | The Installer

acter to more modern homes. The
latest generation of heritage
windows and doors combine
beautiful looks with great performance and the long lasting,
low maintenance benefits of PVC-U.
Heritage Flush Window
Deceuninck launched its Heritage
Flush Window in 2016. It’s been
a best-seller ever since. It replicates
the flush, slim sightlines of traditional timber windows to enhance
all types of home, from country
cottages to modern townhouses
and everything in between. Blending seamlessly with the property
aesthetic, Deceuninck’s flush
window has slim, balanced sightlines and sits seamlessly flush
within the outer frame. It also offers
outstanding performance – A++
energy rating, PAS24 security, top
weather performance and a night
vent facility.

team and in the logistics, machinery and warehousing to offer 30
colourways from stock (plus 20
colours in 15 working days)
across our full Heritage Collection. The next step was to give our
customers the full heritage package and develop a door that
gives homeowners the heritage
look throughout their home. If
homeowners are investing in
beautiful heritage-style windows,
they’ll want a door to match.
Heritage Flush Door
The Heritage Flush Door is a good
addition to Deceuninck’s Heritage
Collection. It matches our flush
sash for looks and comes in the
same 30 colourways from stock.
As you’d expect from Deceuninck,
the Flush Door is #BestInClass for
performance, with dedicated
PAS24-approved
hardware
system, Class 4 600 Pa Air Permeability, Class E1050 Pa Water
Tightness (full frame) and Class
A3 1200 Pa Wind Resistance.
The door set achieves an ‘A’ energy rating with U-Values as low
as 1.0 W/m2K with triple glazing and 1.3 W/m2K with double
glazing. i

The complete
heritage package
Our mission is to give fabricators
and installers the product innovations, service and marketing support to stand out and compete.
Heritage windows are built for
colour and given the choice,
homeowners will choose colour. Find your nearest
So we’ve invested throughout the Deceuninck supplier at
supply chain in a state-of-the-art www.deceuninck.co.uk/
foiling plant, a world-class foiling en-gb/dealer-locator

VISOFOLD 1000
BI-FOLD DOORS

from

£345
PER
LEAF

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-B01

EASY INSTALLATION

Market leading trade Bi-fold Door

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 1200mm wide

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE

White, Anthracite Grey, Black & Dual Colour

PRE-HUNG & SLIMMER
QA CHECKED

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
Safer
site delivery

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Competitive pricing, reliable,
fast lead times

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Visofold Bifolding Doors

The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

Meet Basic Standards Or
Don’t Do The Job
If you still believe that a
conservatory does not need
to comply with the Building
Regulations you’re not up to
the job of installing them
writes The Installer’s
technical author Don
Waterworth of Hanley Amos
Stewart.

Take a look at the attached
photograph and you can
quickly, no doubt, recognise
that the external paving
does not sit 150mm below
the DPC/internal floor level,
as recommended by the
Building Regulations, writes
Don Waterworth.
This matter is dealt with in the
Building Regulations and also
under ‘Standard Construction
Detailing’. Often I hear contractors stating that a conservatory does not need to comply
to Building Regulations, this is
a fallacy. The Building Regulations are the basic standard for
use throughout the UK. You
cannot simply state that because a conservatory, with a

certain amount of translucent
roof and walls, does not
require Building Regulation approval or that the standards set
out within the Approved Documents do not apply. In nearly
all cases they do. Typically, the
requirement to ensure that
there is a minimum of 150mm
from the DPC down to the external ground level must be
complied with.
Make good
And it is incumbent upon a
professional window company
to recognise that the external
ground level will be less than
150mm and thereafter make
suitable adjustments, to ensure
that the Regulations are complied with. Taking the evidence
shown in the Photograph, an
Acco surface drain could be fitted and attached to the top
water system or alternatively a
French drain. However and in
any event, a window company
should not leave a householder
with a job finished to this poor,
unacceptable standard.
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I wouldn’t try if I were you
N.B. Should you ever decide
to challenge the standards set
out in the Building rgularions
then a Judge in Court would
expect you to prove that your
alternative would perform as
good or better than the
standards set out in those
Regulations. I wouldn’t try if I
were you. i
Keep Well. Keep Safe,
Don.

This article has been
authored by our technical
writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of
hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert
Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.
Tel: 0800 1954922
Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.

LINK VENT 5000
One vent 5000 equivalent area

Similar width to a 4000mm2 vent
Made in Banbury

MADE IN BRITAIN
For more information or to find your local stockist
visit: glazpart.com/products/trickle-ventilation to
see our range of BBA and LABC certified vents or call
01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

FENSA Column

Positive 2021
Says Survey
A new survey undertaken by
FENSA seeks to add
substance to anecdotal
evidence regarding
marketplace trends.
In keeping with FENSA’s increasing duty of care towards
its Approved Installers, a survey was carried out amongst
all members during November and December 2020.
FENSA is the largest competent
persons scheme in the UK, representing over 6,200 of the most
active window and door installers
in England and Wales. The survey is part of a commitment to
measure business levels, opinions
and prospects from the front line.
The results of this survey (intended as the first of a regular
sample) looked to examine workloads and levels following the
end of the first lockdown in May
and explore attitudes that arose
as a result.
First return to work
74.6% of companies said that
work levels have been good or
very good since returning to
work. This rose to 81.7% of companies when companies were
questioned about demand from
homeowners throughout the
second half of the year.
These figures are supported by
the number of FENSA installations
registered for the last six months
of the year. Several individual
months across 2020 saw them
outperform their counterparts in
2019. Accordingly, 67.4% of
those responding confirmed that
their workload was higher or

much higher than for the second
half of 2019. Given the current
home improvement demands
being placed on the industry,
there is no reason to believe that
these figures will not continue to
increase throughout the first part
of 2021 and beyond.
Supply chain
The strong market performance
was however mitigated by severe
issues with the supply chain,
which were widely reported at
the time. The vast majority –
94.4% – of installers said they
had experienced problems and
delays with supply lead times.
At the time of the survey, with
optimism strong as a result of
emerging from lockdown to be
greeted by strong order books,
66.7% of respondents said they
expected to see the increased
demand to continue for the
foreseeable future.

amount of work. To see workloads higher than the same
period for 2019 and with the
majority of companies expecting
current work levels to continue in
2021, is very encouraging for the
industry.”
Resilience
Managing Director of GGF Commercial Group, Anda Gregory, is
impressed by the strength of
installer resilience during the
toughest times the sector has
endured: “The installation sector
of our industry has been severely
tested when installers were
unable to work at all, followed by
welcome
but
unexpected
demand, to show extraordinary
resilience.
“The level of work undertaken
by the FENSA community in the
second half of 2020 gives us
reassurance that the industry can
continue in the same vein for the
coming year, despite the
unknowns installers continue to
face.” i

2021 – encouraging
Chris Beedel, FENSA Director of
Membership, says that the
FENSA Survey confirms what to
this point have been anecdotal re- For more information on
ports about and from the market- FENSA, including details of
place: “The industry is incredibly how to join, visit:
busy and FENSA Approved www.fensa.org.uk
Installers are winning a huge
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The Kate Ashley-Norman Wellbeing Column

If You Believe You Can
Or Can’t – You’ll Be Right

Kate Ashley-Norman describes an imaginary
scenario but one that is playing out in workplaces
all across the UK – redundancy and the effect it has
on people's lives.

The situation below is an
imaginary scenario writes
Kate Ashley-Norman. One
which plays out in various
forms across the UK.
Two men, both in their late
20s, have been made redundant
by the factory where they had
been working on the shop floor
since leaving school at 16. Up
until now, they had been getting
along quite nicely, fairly secure
in their employment, promoted a
couple of times. This redundancy
has come completely out of the
blue. After the initial shock wears
off and real life sets in, the two
men start to look for work.
Man 1, we’ll call him Jim,
blames his management for not
warning him and his union for
not protecting him. He has
difficulty accepting what has
happened and fears the future is
looking bleak.
His colleague, let’s call him
Pete, is no happier than Jim, yet
is more accepting of the reality
of the situation. He starts to imagine that this redundancy could be
a real opportunity to change his
life and focus on his ambitions,
rather than clinging to the security net that was his previous job.

cess of your business. And
should the worst happen and
you need to lay people off, you
will know in your own
conscience that you have done
your best to prepare those people for the changes that will
occur – maybe you will be able
to re-employ them...maybe they
will become successful and
become one of your customers.
At the very least, if someone asks
them about your company, they
will be able to say you treated
them fairly – like a human being
and not just a n
umber on the
payrole.

Moving on
Six months later, who do you
think has moved on in their lives?
Both men are from similar backgrounds, with the same education and gone through the same
life experiences, yet they both
had a completely different outcome to the same life devastating
incident.
Jim spends all morning in bed
blaming everyone from the postman and his pile of rejection letters to the government for his run
Boosting resillience
of bad luck, gets signed off by
Looking back on 2020, every
the doctor with stress and just
company within this industry will
feels powerless in a downward
have had some pretty serious
spiral of increasing depression.
struggles. Your workforce will
Meanwhile, Pete has cryshave powered through and now,
tallised his dreams, using the
as we enter a n
ew year,
knowledge he gained during all
resilience levels will be depleted,
those years on the shop floor to
global uncertainty still lingers
create his own business – his
and there are still many dark
imagination has become reality.
weeks and months ahead.
Giving your workforce a meanResilience can be learned
ingful resource and set of tools to
The good news for Jim is that the
grow and develop sustainable
psychological traits that helped
resilience will both protect their
Pete develop the resilience and
mental wellbeing and help you,
strength to overcome a negative
as an organisation, power
situation are traits that can be
through 2021 fighting fit! i
learned.Over time, anyone can
grow and develop strong psy- Picture: Kate Ashley-Norman
chological roots and resilience, partners with conscientious
regardless of age, gender, or and considerate fenestrabackground.
tion companies to help
support and strengthen
What can you do?
the emotional wellbeing
As a forward looking employer of their employees.
you can start to encourage resillience (and I can help teach you The KAN App is a new
what you need to know). That re- generation interactive
sillience will play a big role in service for workplace
the retention of staff and the suc- wellbeing. Tel: 07904 345354
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Manage your business the modern way
The only completely integrated CRM system from lead to
installation or supply to service call
and everything inbetween
D I G I TA L S C H E D U L I N G

DA S H B OA R D S

Interactive

Deﬁne the stages each contract type should go through

Replace T cards or white boards

Automatically notify customers and personnel of actions
taken via SMS or email

Automatically search for free slots
Cater for staﬀ that multi task
Drill down from diary to every aspect of the contract

Identify where actions are overdue via traﬃc light system
of due dates
View your pipeline as a whole and see where contracts are
held up in the process
Manage departmental eﬃciency

MAPPING

D O C U M E N T M A N AG E M E N T

View sales appointments on a map by Salesperson or
whole company

Generate every bit of customer communication from
within Adminbase

View survey, ﬁ�ng and other trades appointments on
a map

Store copies of all documents within the contract
accessible by everyone regardless of location

View service calls booked for a day on a map

Upload documents from anywhere

Select products installed and then view addresses
on a map to arrange viewings of work done

Automatically retrieve and store incoming emails from
customers in their contract record

Get in touch today!
Visit Adminbase at:

www.abinitiosoftware.co.uk
Feel free to get in touch with us via
phone or send us a message.
01283 551005
sales@abinitiosoftware.co.uk

Security & Hardware

We’re on a mission to transform security
and corrosion resistance with hardware
that does what it says on the box, says
Brisant Secure CEO Nick Dutton.
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Security & Hardware

Real World Security
For Real Life Burglars

Brisant Secure has been in
search of ‘real – world’ security hardware and long-life
corrosion resistance writes
CEO Nick Dutton.
I suppose it was inevitable with
our backgrounds, that when I
joined Steve Stewart to grow
Brisant Secure, the hardware
house he’d set up, we’d focus on
door hardware. And we’d be
obsessed with solving the
two biggest problems in door
hardware.
We were on a mission to
transform the embarrassingly
poor levels of security installers
were forced to accept and hardware coatings so bad they sometimes didn’t make it out of the
warehouse without pitting, peeling or discolouring!
Fabricators and installers were
painfully aware of both problems,
however the hardware industry

just didn’t want to see these two
elephants in the room. If they
acknowledged them, they’d have
to put their hands in their pockets
and solve the problems.

Security sells
Brisant burst on to the locksmiths’
market in 2013 and quickly won
over demanding trade buyers
with ‘locks for locksmiths’. Then,
in 2015 we launched Ultion for
door fabricators and installers.
We knew security was a big
homeowner concern and the
industry’s products were not
having much effect. But, security
sells doors – and extreme
security sells more because it’s
what installers want to sell and
homeowners want to buy.
Real World
Ultion was a new generation of
lock, designed to keep burglars
out in the real world, not just
pass unrealistic security tests in
test labs.
Standards
Approved by every official body,
Ultion lock has all possible
accreditations including the BSI
Kitemark, TS007 3 star, Secured
by Design and Sold Secure
Diamond. In Sold Secure Diamond tests, Ultion resisted all
attempts to break in and tester
teams gave up after an hour. This
is the robust security homeowners expect.
Guarantee
We’re so confident in our security that Ultion is backed up with
a free 10-year £1,000 guarantee against burglary by lock
snapping.

“The Ultion guarantee is a
great selling tool as it gives our
customers reassurance, although
we’ve not had any call backs,”
Kevin Barrett Owner of Barrett’s
Windows tells me.
Martin Harris, joint Director
of Qualitere Windows says:
“Brisant offer the most secure
products on the market which is
why we use them as we want to
offer our customers the best.”
Corrosion
Corrosion standards were also
very poor. Hardware peeled,
pitted,
discoloured
and
corroded. In fact, they were
totally useless in marine environments and polluted atmospheres
attacked coatings in or near
urban and industrial areas too.
Currently, the standard accelerated weathering test for hardware is 240 hours (10 days) in
salt spray. The ‘best’ test is just
480 hours (20 days) but that’s
nothing if you live by the coast!
So, we left Lock Lock and Sweet,
our branded door furniture, in
for over 8,760 hours (1 year).
Protected by multiple special
coatings and smart designs they
came out as good as new.
So, the Brisant Secure 10-year
guarantee is not a paper
promise that we hide behind.
If on the remote chance something does go wrong, we will
sort it out directly with the homeowner, so the installer does not
suffer the consequences in cost
or reputation. i
Brisant Secure offers a
£2,000 guarantee if anyone
gets past its locks.
brisant-secure.com
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Security & Hardware

New Encloser Window Lock For
U70’s Kommerling Launch
Yale has strengthened its
relationship
with
trade
fabricator U70, after developing a new Encloser window
lock as part of the launch of
U70’s
Kommerling
C76
window system.
Martin Killick, MD for U70,
said: “As we expand our range,
we’re ensuring that our PVC-U
window systems have high security credentials. Yale have developed a new 26mm backset
Encloser window lock specially
tailored to the requirements of
the Kommerling C76
window system.
“We have been using a
range of Yale products, including
window and door locks, friction
hinges and cylinders, for over a
decade
and
have
complete faith the quality of
products.”
The Yale Encloser features bi-di-

rectional locking technology that
delivers both weather proofing
and security performance, safeguarding homes against the elements and intruders alike.
“What’s more, it offers Secured
by Design security performance, together with extremely
fast fitting and no cropping
required,”
adds Killick.
Lifetime
guarantee
Nick Scott, Account
Manager for Yale, said: “We
have a great working relationship with the team at U70 and in
taking on the Yale Encloser they
can promote a true ‘fast fit’ high
performance window lock solution. This comes with the added
benefit of the Yale lifetime
guarantee.” i

Picture: Yales has developed a
new Encloser window lock for
the launch of U70’s Kommerling
C76 window system.
For all the latest Security &
Hardware updates check out
TheInstaller.pro

Biosafe Hardware Best Practice

The DHF has published a new
best practice
g u i d e
n a m e d
Biosafe Hardware. It offers
info r mation
and support
on how to effectively balance health,
safety
and
security, especially
Covid-19.
The main target of the publication from the Door & Hardware
Federation is facilities managers
and building managers/owners.
“The objective of this document
is to guide the reader towards
the best solutions for making the
doors in their buildings as

biosafe as possible,” explains
DHF’s Head of Commercial Operations, Patricia SowsberyStevens. “Building managers
and owners need to balance the
requirements of security and
safety, whilst at the same time,
minimising the transference of infectious diseases through touch.”

multiple options on selecting the
best solution to improve door
hygiene.
Risk to health
“The doors in our buildings are
the one thing we all touch on a
daily basis and serve as a physical barrier to keep us safe and
help control temperature. However, now more than ever, touching a door can pose a greater
risk to health,” adds SowsberyStevens. “The document will
hopefully provide clarity and enable the reader to seek further
specialist advice.” i

Commercial door types
The document is broken into four
sections – powered pedestrian
doors; doors which can be held
open; doors which have to be
touched; and solutions suitable
for lever handles, knobs and similar. It provides the reader with a
succinct guide including a sum- For all the latest Security &
mary of sections from the rele- Hardware updates check
vant
European
product out TheInstaller.pro
standards. A helpful ‘door flow
chart’ is also included offering
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SELL MORE with

The

Cutting Edge

Consumer Guarantee
Provided By

Homeowners receive UP TO £8000 in the event of a break in

Receive a Q-secure Approved Partner Accreditation

VBH generate enquiries for Q-secure approved partners

Company listing on our NEW Q-secure website

Q-secure helps fabricators and installers sell more

Offer Q-secure PREMIUM products at no additional cost

Top quality products
with a MULTI-BRAND
security guarantee
Join the Q-secure Network Today!
qsecure.co.uk/join-our-network
We are proud to offer the Q-secure hardware guarantee for our
security tested products. Q-secure helps Approved Manufacturers
& Installers offer the customer more, and SELL MORE.

info@vbhgb.com
www.qsecure.co.uk
@vbhgb
01634 263 300

Security & Hardware

Give Them More
To Sell Them More

VBH Marketing Manager
Gary Gleeson explains how
giving potential customers
something extra can secure
extra sales for installers.
Customers are savvy writes
VBH’s Gary Gleeson. They
work hard for their money
and they spend it wisely.
Many installers have made hay
during the current boom in home
improvement but we all still need
to convince every prospect to
place their valuable orders with
us and not with our competitors.

An easy way to do that is to
make your product so good and
so feature packed, that it’s s imply
much better than anyone else’s.
This can be something very subtle
that largely goes unnoticed or it
could be something very obvious
that customers will delight in showing off to family and friends –
‘Look at this. Nobody else in the
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Close has one of these’ is what
you want your customers saying.
Guarantees
Another sure-fire way is to back
your products up by eye-catching
but genuine guarantees that give
the potential customer total confidence in the products on offer.
Happily, we at VBH can help


Security & Hardware
installers with both of these
methods – and they don’t
cost the earth either.
Smart tech
Looking at features in the first
instance, many people want
to get on the smart tech ladder but either think they can’t
afford it or don’t want the
hassle of a big smart installation.
You, though, can offer an easy,
relatively inexpensive upgrade to their front door
without the need for mains
electricity connection, by upselling the greenteQ QSmart electronic smart
handle as an option.
The benefits over a traditional handle/cylinder/key
scenario are many: No
m o r e
keys –
operate the
door by
tag, mobile phone app or
fingerprint recognition; send
temporary keys to family
and friends when required
from anywhere in the world
via the app; keep a track of
when wayward teenagers
actually do get home at
night via the user records
function in the app.
All this functionality and a lot
more comes in a handle backplate which is only slightly bigger
than a standard one.
Not the average cylinder
For the customer who likes subtle
upgrades, there is the brand
new greenteQ Orion TS007 profile cylinder. It protects against
picking, drilling, bumping and
‘snap and extract’ without the
need for any additional protection. There is also an extra layer
of security that is not commonly
available. When the customer
registers their new profile cylinder with us for its 10-year performance guarantee they are
invited to register for green-

teQ’s free key security scheme.
By entering their own personal
password it means that additional keys for that Orion cylinder can only be purchased in the
future if that password is given.
In addition, the cylinder is also
covered by the proteQ10 antisnap guarantee. This promises to
pay £2000 to the customer if a
break in is successful following
the cylinder being snapped and
extracted.
Q-secure Approved –
£8,000 guarantee!
greenteQ Orion is a Q-secure
Approved product. Doors and
windows sold with the Q-secure
guarantee are guaranteed for
10 years against break in. If an
intrusion occurs during that time
due to the failure of an item of
approved hardware, VBH will
pay the customer up to £8,000
direct. This is in addition to the
proteQ10 guarantee.
Not only do Q-secure and proteQ10 give potential customers
the peace of mind of knowing
that they will be
amply recompensed if the
worst
happens, they also
give them the
confidence of
knowing that if

the hardware supplier is willing
to back up their products with
such large sums,
they must know that
the products really
are strong enough
to keep the family
home secure.
Sell more
By offering product
upgrades such as
greenteQ Q-Smart
and Orion and the
extra peace of mind
that
guarantees
such as proteQ10
and Q-secure bring,
it gives you a much
better chance of
turning those potential customers into
customers in no time. i

actual

VBH offers an £8,000 guarantee if anyone gets past its
locks.
vbhgb.com or
qsecure.co.uk
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#changetobetter
in 2021
A Quality trade frame
All colours available
German Quality
Fast lead times
Quality fabrication

Aluminium Bifolds
Fully fabricated
from just

£350
per leaf

T 02476 686682 F 02476 638779
www.armstrongindustries.co.uk
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk
Boston place | Coventry | CV6 5NN

est 1996

Doors

Engineered
With GRiPCORE
Technology
Doorco, is introducing a new solid core composite door
option to its already extensive portfolio of doors.
Dan Sullivan, Doorco’s MD offers insight into the new product.
What can you expect from
At Doorco, we are driven by inGRiPCORE Technology and novating. We have some great
what you can expect when it products in our portfolio such as
comes to market? asks the 6/4 Combi for easy manuDoorco’s Dan Sullivan.
facturing of traditional styles; the
In an increasingly competitive versatile and fashionable Farmmarket, it’s imperative that your house; the contemporary comproducts and services help you posite door – Monza II; and the
and your customers stand out aluminium-alternative – LINKS.
from crowd.
All these products are currently

only available as a traditional
foam filled core.
GRiPCORE is our first solid
core composite door.
What’s different?
A solid core composite door is
not groundbreaking in itself, so
when we set about developing
this new product, we knew it
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Doors
needed to have the Doorco difference. It needed to push the
boundaries and engineer out all
the issues consumers face with
the current market offering.
Using the collective experience
of our team, along with the
knowledge of the new specialist
partners we appointed, we have
done just that. GRiPCORE delivers big benefits when it comes to
tolerance and security.

Introducing GRiPCORE
A hybrid of modern and traditional materials, GRiPCORE is
made up of our signature 4mm
GRP skins that are pressed on to
a matrix of cross laminated engineered timber and hardwood
stiles and rails. Safety and security have been built into GRiPCORE, delivering a stronger,
heavier and more robust door
that that will not crack, move or
de-laminate.
It is the most engineered door I
have ever seen.
In fact, we are so confident in
the product and the engineering
and investment behind it, we are
offering a 10-Year Warranty on
all GRiPCORE doors, with a further guarantee that the door
blank will not move/bow/twist
more than 3mm in that time. Both
will give you and your customers
confidence for years to come.

staller or a fabricator (so installers should ask their fabricators ‘has it got GRiPCORE
inside?’).
Stock won’t be a problem for
suppliers as GRiPCORE is available in a one size fits all 914mm
blank. This means that from one
slab, your fabricator can make
all required door sizes.
Styles and glass
The majority of our existing door
styles are available in GRiPCORE. We will, of course, be
launching some bespoke glass
and colour options to match and
a new suite of marketing materials to support sales. This includes
a new state-of-the-art video illustrating how GRiPCORE is made,
which can be viewed on the
homepage of our website. i

Discover more about Doorco
and to find the GRiPCORE
Incorporating GRiPCORE
launch video in mid-FebruThe new GRiPCORE doors will ary, go to www.door-co.com
be available in the next few
months. If you are an existing Pictures are taken from the
Doorco customer, very little in- GRiPCORE video.
vestment is required to introduce
the new range into your product The video will be published
portfolio whether you are an in- on TheInstaller.pro
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NEC BIRMINGHAM, 26-28 SEPTEMBER 2021
Register for a FREE ticket today by scanning
the QR Code or visiting ﬁtshow-2021.reg.buzz/theinst

#FITShow21

DO WE TRULY CARE ABOUT POLLUTION?
SCIENCE KEEPS ADVANCING – AND SO SHOULD WE

TIME TO CHANGE AWAY FROM “DIRTY” DESICCANTS

It takes around 20 tonnes of water to process just
1 tonne of 3A zeolite powder.
Most of the world’s zeolites originate in the Far East, they
start life as 4 Angstrom material before being subjected to
an ion exchange process to become (mostly) 3A. That highly
polluted process water often gets dumped back untreated
in to land and rivers. Authorities have been shutting down
factories and imposing huge fines. Zeolite-based molecular
sieve may have been the best choice for selective
adsorption in insulating glass in the past, but that is no
longer so. It certainly is not the best choice for our planet.

And no unpleasant smells. And smooth, fast
flow rates. And excellent penetration. And
tremendous adhesion to glass, metal and
plastics.
AND top MVTR / GPR values.

AND EN 1279 certification,

New high performance zeolite-free desiccants specifically
for IGU manufacture have already been perfected based on
refined 3A crystalline calcium oxide powder. Locally mined,
environmentally clean, a natural product with a higher
activity and capacity than any zeolite.
No waste-water pollutants or CO2 air pollutants are
generated in the production, and it does not need to be
shipped from the other side of the world.

units having passed full Part
2 testing.

http://www.ashton-industrial.com/?page id=3632

Zeolite production is environmentally dirty, and desiccants
based on them are yesterday’s technology, over 40 years
old. It is time to move on.
meets and exceeds all
requirements of
EN1279:2018
AWAC >16%
LOI < 1.7% at RH9%
Delta-T > 50C

NANOMOL-C is the clean technology for today and for the
future, the perfect opportunity for IG manufacturers to
improve their products while saving some serious money,
… and the planet !

ashton-industrial.com

01279 624810

AND great prices across all volume bands.
The new

MELTEX™ High Performance

Hot Melt Insulating Glass Sealant from Nedex
Visit our web site for all the facts and data

Products & Projects

Free Google Maps App
The installer management s
ystem AdminBase is now
available with Google Maps as an automatic upgrade at
no additional charge.
The facility will allow users to check details of the geographical locations for scheduled site functions at-a-glance.
Rhonda Ridge, MD of Ab Initio Systems and the originator of
AdminBase says: “In 2020 Google Maps was used by 1 billion
people every month and for most of us using the app, it is intuitive. Adding this facility to AdminBase to allow users the ability
to look at the map to see where all their site-based people are at
any one time, is likely to become one of the most used features
of AdminBase.”
Google Maps will be added automatically to web based versions of AdminBase through a free update. i abinitio.co.uk

Striking Coastal Colour
The owners of a seaside refurbishment in Whitstable
Kent were right on trend when they chose the
colours for their new AluK windows and doors which
have been installed throughout by SG Installations .
Ultimate Grey and Illuminating Yellow – Pantone Colours
of the Year for 2021 – were used to create a striking
contrast with the contemporary cladding and render.
The owners had installed AluK products in their previous
property and had been impressed with the quality, style
and durability, particularly for a coastal location.
AluK fabricator Rhino Aluminium recommended
windows in AluK’s slim sightline 58BW system throughout, four BSF70 bi-folding doors and a structurally bonded aluminium panel front door in a suited AluK 58BD frame. This specification enabled the owners
to optimise the light coming into the house and garden room and open up the rear as much as possible to make the most of the garden.
The large expanses of glass meant the thermal efficiency of the AluK windows and doors was
paramount to ensure that the house could comply with Part L1A of the Building Regs. Double
glazed, the BRE Green Guide A rated 58BW windows and BSF70 bi-folds achieved U-Values of
1.4W/m2K. i aluk.com
A period home with Tudor detailing in Sussex has had a
window and door project completed by Nuglaze
Home Services and Residence 9.
R9 remains a true timber casement alternative,
window as this project shows. All the windows, doors and
ancillaries were supplied by locally based manufacturer,
Tradesmith.
The eye catching corner property featured two oriel bay windows, an upstairs balcony and door and other glazing
features, which had to be completely sympathetic to the fabric of the building. Authentic butt joints, the use of black monkey tail handles and peg stays, also added to the period
nature of this property. i windowwidgets.co.uk
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Keyless Handles Are Smart
VBH has added the Q-Smart electronic smart
handle to its range of window and door Q-Smart is fully tested at BSI and certified to ETSI TS103 645
(CYBER; Cyber Security for Consumer Internet of Things).
hardware and furniture.
The keyless product gives the homeowner three
methods of gaining access: a proximity fob that
communicates with a reader built into the handle;
via the Blusafe app; and fingerprint recognition. The
large reader pad is concealed under a hinged tab
to keep it dry.
The app enables the main user to send permanent
or temporary timed keys to people’s phones and has
the added benefit of keeping a log of operations,
thus providing visitor management records.
Dan Powell VBH Head of Sales says: “Q-Smart is
a great way for fabricators and installers to get new business and more profit by offering a simple step
onto the smart ladder. From a fabrication and installation point of view Q-Smart is very simple to fit and
from the salesperson’s perspective it’s easy to sell. This is due to its compact size, its choice of colours and
the fact that it is feature-packed but simple for the end user to understand and use.” i vbhgb.com

Covid Policies A Success

Over 100 personalised Covid-19 installation policies have
been produced by Endurance Doors for its nationwide
network of Installer Partners.
A template risk assessment was also produced, highlighting the
risks and remedial actions that each installation business should
consider when carrying out a door installation in people’s homes.
Installer Partners have reported that it has helped cement more
sales and ensured that there are no last-minute cancellations by concerned homeowners.
MD Stephen Nadin says: “As we remain fully operational as a
business, it’s important that we continue to support our Installer
Partners in every way possible. The Covid-19 installation policies
have been a big success, allowing Installer Partners to add content,
different colours and logos, prior to print.” i endurancedoors.co.uk

Mila has redesigned its website to help customers who are
now working remotely again as a result of the latest
government restrictions.
The main changes are to the navigation of the site which now
uses the same drop-down menus as a typical high street retailer
to make it even easier to find products.
Marketing Director Sarah Gyde explains: “The Mila website is
a fantastic resource for customers, packed with technical and
sales information, fabrication advice, downloadable test
certificates, news and blogs.
“We had record numbers of hits during the last lockdown, so
we know how much customers value it. This time around, we’ve
made it even more user friendly, with simpler menus, new EDIT
focuses so that they can see the newest product launches and
28| Products & Projects | The Installer

IBGs
& business insurance
from people who
understand installers

Fast-forward to clear, easy
IBG and insurance cover from a
broker who’s on your side.

020 7645 3744
info@installsure.co.uk
www.installsure.co.uk

Insurance backed guarantees
Bespoke & commercial IBGs
Business insurance
Performance bonds
Customer finance

USE INSIGHT DATA TO

DISC VER
THE BEST
CUSTOMERS

CONNECT
WITH
DECISION MAKERS

PERF RM
WITH
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

01934 808 293

hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

Trade News

Production Up 50% Despite Restrictions
Integral blinds manufacturer downs and a six-week shutdown
Morley Glass & Glazing has last year.
started the New Year with a
“Integral blinds are proving to
50% increase in volume be an excellent profit generator
compared with last year.
for our customers as they upsell
MD Ian Short says: “We to those people who now recogmoved to new 50,000sq.ft nise the true value of a home that
premises in 2016 with a view to provides privacy, sun shading
increasing the number of our and a comfortable living and
Uni-Blind sealed units we could working environment.”
manufacture with ScreenLine
“We have taken on five new
integral blinds inside. Our five- members of staff and added
year plan was to reach 3,500 three more vans to our delivery
blinds a week and it’s amazing fleet. We have a close working
that we’ve reached that figure relationship with Pelini in Italy
despite the Government lock- and offer the full range of

ScreenLine blinds to UK customers both for residential and
commercial projects.” i

Normal Operation
In Lockdown 3

New Warehouse At
German HQ

Victorian Sliders will be continuing to operate
as normal throughout the UK’s third national
coronavirus lockdown unless government
guidance changes.
The company continued to work through the November lockdown without incident after implementing
some
of
the
most
stringent
Covid-prevention measures in UK fenestration.
Before coming on site and at each breaktime, all
staff have to be screened with heat sensor cameras,
facial recognition cameras and have to answer a
questionnaire about their health and any symptoms
which they access by scanning a QR code with
their phone.
Group MD Andy Jones comments: “Lockdown is
far from ideal for any business but thanks to the
professionalism of our team, we’ve not just
coped with them before but managed to work
through two to achieve the most successful year in
our history.” i

Foam sealant tape specialist ISO-Chemie is
investing in its international infrastructure to
accommodate expansion and growth plans
this year.
The company is constructing an additional
warehouse at its factory headquarters in Aalen,
Germany, as part of a multi-million pound project
to double current capacity and enhance green
production processes.
New investment will allow UK customers, who
include door and window installers, designers, architects and housebuilders, to continue to benefit
from rapid deliveries of new foam sealant tape
products from the European facility.
Customers will also continue to be able to collect UK stock as well as receive next day deliveries while architects and window and doors
product specifiers, can tap into expertise around
the benefits of using specialist technology to
secure energy efficient solutions. i
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New £1m Site For Marketing Agency
Purplex has invested around £1m in a new
office on the same South West site as its
current headquarters.
The brand-new office facility will aid Purplex’s
rapid expansion plans and can accommodate
150 plus additional employees. It will also feature a TV/recording studio and dedicated training centre – and it will become the first net-zero
carbon office in the South West.
MD Andrew Scott explains: “Purplex has grown exponentially in recent years, producing fantastic
results for customers. This investment is testament to the demand for our services.
“The new office will give us the space to continue our upward trajectory and grow each area of our
operation – from PR and digital marketing to web design and video production.
“But we also want to secure the future of the business too, which is why we will provide the next generation with training and are committed to climate change, sustainability and bio-diversity.” i

A Decade In
Partnership

Enhanced
Capacity For Brisant

UK hardware distributor IFI is celebrating a
decade as a supply partner for Rapierstar
fasteners.
The Cambridgeshire based company has been
supplying products to window professionals for
over 25 years. From its 30,000sq. ft national
distribution centre in Peterborough, IFI delivers
UK-wide on a next day delivery service, utilising
its own delivery fleet and a network of national
freight carriers, and supplies the complete range
of Rapierstar products.
Jason Hutchings, IFI National Sales Manager,
says: “IFI and Rapierstar have a shared ethos that
is about going the extra mile for customers and
that helps to explain why we have grown
strongly together over that past decade. The
Rapierstar brand has certainly helped us grow
fastener and fixing sales year on year for 10
years and now makes us a key distributor for the
brand in the UK.” i

Brisant Secure has moved to a new unit
which enables it to expand capacity by
two-thirds above 2020 operations.
The move will secure Brisant’s long-term growth
and make room for what the company says
are more exciting new products that will change
the market.
Brisant saw strong growth in 2020, which more
than compensated for two missing months due to
lockdown. Homeowner traffic to the Ultion website grew 30% in 2020 – the equivalent of
50,000 visitors each month and rising, and the
company finished the year ahead of 2019, despite extremely difficult trading conditions.
CEO Nick Dutton says: “Our installer customers
are doing very well by giving homeowners the
extreme security and long-lasting beautiful hardware they’ve always wanted with Ultion and
Sweet. They’re doing a fantastic job of raising
awareness of the brands.” i
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TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE
OUR NEW 28-PAGE

BROCHURE WILL DO ALL
THE SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

PAS24 CERTIFIED

|

SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q

|

ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…
Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR
TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Aﬀordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.
Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact PHIL MYERS

01253 888222 / 07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com

Introducing the ultimate marketing blueprint.
Only from Purplex - the PR, digital and
creative agency for ambitious companies.
Discover why more companies choose Purplex as their marketing
and digital partner. Book a Zoom call, telephone 01934 808 132,
email grow@purplexmarketing.com
or visit purplexmarketing.com

Scan here to book your
free Zoom marketing
consultation

Scott’s Corner

Suffer Or Succeed

Andrew Scott, MD of
Purplex, discusses why your
marketing needs purpose,
planning and execution to
be a success – and why in
2021 those that get it right
will succeed...and those that
don't will suffer the
consequences.
With businesses looking to hit
the ground running in 2021,
marketing will play an even
more vital role. Those that do
it well will thrive, while those
that don’t will suffer.
The unprecedented stop-start
nature of last year has provided
businesses with the biggest
challenge they have ever faced.
Despite the economic impact
and uncertainty around Covid,
the home improvement industry
operated well above expected
levels, with many companies
experiencing record sales and
demand.
But that doesn’t mean that
2021 will not be without its challenges – and the winners will be
those who invest in their marketing to acquire market share. And
getting that marketing right will
be crucial to take your business
to the next level.
It is amazing how many businesses invest in marketing to ‘tick

the marketing box’ without having a clear understanding of
what they want to achieve and
how they are going to achieve it.
This approach has always
proved to be ineffective but in
2021 it will be even more catastrophic – and these businesses
will be the ones who get found
out.
Your marketing must have purpose, planning, and execution to
succeed and it’s the fundamental
approach we have used to
develop every winning project
and campaign for our clients for
more than 15 years.

Marketing with purpose
You must have a clear understanding of the goals and outcome of your marketing strategy.
After all, if you don’t know your
main objectives and what you
want your marketing to achieve,
it will be little more than useless.
The purpose of your marketing
must be set out at the very beginning as this will drive everything
you do from that point on. Do
you want to go from turning over
£5m to £10m and if so, what
timescale are you looking at – in
three-five years or longer?
Are you looking to launch into
a new market, or looking to
increase the number of leads you
are currently generating to grow
your business? If you are, then
what are the numbers? Who is
the target audience?

If you want to generate more
leads then maybe you need to
concentrate on your digital strategy and updating your website
to turn your existing website
visitors into customers.
Planning a winning strategy
means you will have a roadmap
that will help you take your business to where you want it to go.
It also allows you to measure if
you are hitting the targets you’ve
set.

Executing to deliver
You then need the skills and resources to implement your plan
to deliver your desired outcome.
With an ever-changing marketing landscape, you must be
engaging with your target audience across a complex mix of
channels.
As a full-service marketing
agency, we use our 30 plus
years of industry experience and
analysis to create strategies that
fuel sustainable, profitable
growth.
We bring together all the key
marketing disciplines under one
roof with marketing professionals
who are experts in strategy, PR,
digital content and social,
design and branding, website
design and filming and video
production.
With more people set to be
working from home, which
means an increased demand for
home improvement products
such as garden rooms, along
with the government’s plans to
‘build, build, build’ our way to
economic recovery, there will
be plenty of opportunities for
forward-thinking businesses in
2021. i

Planning a winning strategy
Having a p
urpose gives your
marketing a clear focus to create
a winning strategy and develop
the key messages, creative collateral and relevant content.
To take your business to the
next level, however, you may www.insightdata.co.uk
need a marketing strategy that purplexmarketing.com
operates across print, digital,
social, and broadcast media.
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Comment
FIT Show Fixture Change
The big news this month is that the FIT Show has moved its dates
from May to September. FIT will now take place at Birmingham’s
NEC from Sunday 26 – Tuesday 28 September 2021.
Yep – the organisers have also fitted in a Sunday which is a first
for a UK fenestration exhibition for some considerable time.
And whilst on the subject of the organisers, I have to say what a
fabulous job they have done. It is no mean feat to move a show
(bearing in mind this is the second move because of Covid). The
negotiations with the exhibition hall owners and the organisation
of exhibitors (as well as continuing to sell stand space) is a
mammoth effort. I hope when we all get to the last day of the
event, a big round of applause goes to everyone involved in
getting FIT on again.
The Installer & The Fabricator will be major supporters of the
show and have taken a huge hospitality area. The two
publications wholeheartedly support this carefully considered
move.
Here’s those dates for your diary again. FIT Show, Birmingham
NEC 26 – 28 September 2021, Halls 17, 18 & 19.
Guidance Changes For Sales Within The Home
According to both Certass Trade Association and the GGF, sales
appointments may take place in the home, as long as they are
undertaken in a Covid-secure way. However, the advice is to
attempt to carry out those calls remotely if possible. If you are
going into people’s homes, make sure you are not ill at the time,
wear a mask, sanitise your hands, social distance, encourage
ventilation – and don’t stay too long.
Be Careful | Protect the NHS | Save Lives.
Tower Collapse Fall Breaks Legs And Ankles
Window installer share so many working traits with roofers.
Please be careful – people fall from height almost every
day...and the results are not pretty. Two roofers fell from a tower
scaffold and fractured their legs and ankles. They weren’t
walking or working for a long time. Read the story in this
month’s News.
Losing A Job Is The Biggest Fear
Finally, our News pages also report that the threat of losing their
job continues to be the number one worry for the majority of
people in the UK. It’s stressful. You may also wish to turn to Page
14 where our wellbeing columnist advocates preparing
employees to be resilient in the workplace – and resilient should
the worst happen.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
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www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Colour Applicators

Conservatory Roofs

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Audio Window Systems

Handling Equipment

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £

Flyscreens

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Window openers

PROFINDER

Profile Bending

Tel: 07932 243 008
Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Planning Consultants
Spares for Repairs

Profile Bending

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

DELIVERED 6 DAYS FROM ORDER* FULLY FABRICATED AND READY TO FIT

Visofold 1000
Aluminium Bi-Fold

FAX OR EMAIL YOUR QUOTES TODAY!

If you are waiting more than 6 days for your
bi-folds, you need to talk to Garrard
Call us now for enquiries

01296 668899
enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

*6 day delivery applies only to our standard stocked colours

